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About This Content

"A special mission that gives you a weapon useful in the early part of the main game. Additionally, if you complete it, you will
also get Edy from the original Valkyria Chronicles as a playable character!

This mission can be played after unlocking the Headquarters in Chapter 2 of the main story. To access this mission, go to Book
Mode > Menu > Extra Stories."
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this game sucks. Well it is buggy, but in the developers defense they are actively working on fixing the issues. The game seems
interesting enough (thus far), but in its current state I wouldn't recommend buying it unless it's seriously discounted. Game
breaking bugs are becoming less frequent, but they still render the game virtually unplayable(it still crashes every ten minutes or
so). I will keep trying as new updates become available, and will consider changing this to a positive review when the game
actually works long enough for me to give it a proper chance (I say consider because I can't tell whether it's any fun or not, not
because I'm a stubborn\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

P.S. At the time of this review, I only have an hour or two total invested into the game. I have windows 8.1, and games don't
always close properly, hence why it shows so many hours invested.. Fun, you can survive and not survive if you want to..
Warning! Installing the Space Shuttle cabin toy may lead to your truck blowing up, burning up, or falling to pieces at unexpected
moments! ;-). Well, i can't get this to run under Windows 10, even with compatability settings for XP or 95, but i did get it to
work partially in a Windows XP VM, albeit with problems. Upon starting, i will get a crash for the menu executable, but if i
close that via task manager the game will show up. It's really hard to play being such low res, but its kind of playable, but any
time you need the menu, the menu executable crashes and puts you back into the game. Bummer. Can't recommend this one
quite yet.. Great game. Still playable today.. Perfectly screwed up.

From the beginning, where there is no such thing as benchmark to setup your graphics, through half as* ed cars (no official
liveries) look like not needed GT class abominations like rally versions of Ford Mustang or Aston Martin.

Going deeper, we have dlc's to buy. WTF, I paid for FULL GAME, which should have 100% of content. Not 60-70%.

Season content is the biggest cancer of games since well known armor for horse The Elder Scrolls Oblivion. Tis doesn't work
here as well.

That's the reason to buy this crap on some discount.

Second reason is damage model.
Which is totally not accurate, nor effective, not visible. Simulations SHOULD have ACCURATE damage model, if i hit with
over 170 km/h then I WANT TO SEE RESULTS, not just falling off front bumper or barely cracked front window =_= BUT
WAIT, LICENSE. (Nobody gives a f* about licenses dear car dealers, your cars will crash anyway in real life soooo...why
bother??)

It would be understand, IF THEY HAD WRC LICENSE.
BUT THEY DON'T EVEN HAVE THE WRC LICENSE, BECAUSE MILESTONE HAS IT.

Ego engine is too old to keepl working on it, its like zombie with make up.
And why there is no option to tweak RX cars before rallycross race...? Oh right, LICENSE, so no tweaking =_=

And of course, NO HILLCLIMB mode as well ! (WTF I AM ASKING.)

The only good point I are here, is ���� special stage, Łęczna.

Besides that, I have a feel Codies are losing advantage to Milestone.

Dirt 1 was better.
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Buy Dirt 1 instead of this
And good wheel with pedals.
There are lacking options for gamepad to change degree of turn...

Overall, 3/10.

IT HAD TO BE BETTER DAMNIT.
Stop trying to act like, EA, you have to polish the games, not milking us from money =_=

#refund_this_"simulator". This game is basically bomberman if it was an actually good adventure game. I liked it enough to
hunt all the achievements :). Total crap.
Even Chess Evolved and Chess the Gathering were better than THIS
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ok so ive used this for a few days now and got a pretty good track created. i was on my last bit of adding echo to the vocals and
the program crashes...not happy after spending hours creating a great tune for my first. im recommending this program but this
bug needs fixing asap. i hope the devs are awake.... I must admit, that i got this game because i had 77 cents on steam! But, i
din't expect such an addictive and fun game! The video and pictures might make the game seem hard, but it's easy. (at least the
controls are) But, there are many so many challenging levels and addictive puzzles, that you want to come back for more! Never
makes me bored! It's like the next gen tetris! I highly recommend this game! Get it while it's at it's cheapest! Btw, the music is
AWESOME! What's better than placing blocks and watching cubes EXPLODE!. Couldn't hold my attention for an hour.

Decent art style and animations, and gameplay was passable, though some of the player/enemy stats were unbalanced.. Very
uninspired TD game. You never really have enough gold to implement any kind of strategy that the variety of units could

make.. https://youtu.be/dMoRzMP6Tpg

The additional side activities and features do enough to make the base solitaire experience compelling enough to draw players
through game to game.. I expected a mobile game with little no depth. The opening menu and options are very mobile like, but
don't let that full you. This game is pretty great. It plops you on a large map with non-linear objectives. If you like mindless
shooting, this game will be great for you.. I have a big history with this game. I first bought it on Mobile in April of 2015, and
then eventually bought this in July the same year. I spent mostly spent 2015 trying to beat the main levels and then beat
Deadlocked in early 2016. I then played online levels and beat some difficult levels. As of May 14th 2019, I have beaten 106
demons. I don't play it as much as I used too, but, the amount of hours that I have in this game shows how big my history of it
is.. Seems like a good idea but it falls short in the implementation. The maps are simply too small for the amount of balls flying
around. Capture the Flag in particular is an absolute nightmare due to the necessity of going over to the opponent's side and
back without dying. The hitboxes are also somewhat buggy; I spent a solid 10 seconds walking through and around my flag,
trying to get the game to register that I had scored a point.
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